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genes The important material of the genes is
known to be desoxyribostnucleic acid (PISA)
made up of nucleotides as is PNA though m this
o se the bases are ademne cyto«ine guanine and
thymine The DNA molecule is large and coin
plex Two long chains of nucleotides are knovn
to coil round in. a double helix with the pairs of
bases on each helix diiected toward1! one another
^nd linked by means of hjdiogen bonds (Fi= 3)
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Fio S The actual amngemen ol the tiro nucleotlde
strands in a double helix, vith ch« bases projecting
and Uniting the two helices as auotrn
Furthermore if ademne ib the base on one chain
thymine must fee its partner on the other and
similarly guamne can link only with cytosme
Because ot this pairing off of bases there Is
sufficient information in a single chain of nucleo
tides to resynthesise the double helix once more
Thus if we examine a section of a single strand
of the helix and find bases in the oider ademne
thymine guamne ademne cytonne we can pre
diet that in similar positions on the other strand
we shall find thymine ademne cytosme thymine
guamne The capacity of one half of a DN4.
molecule to specify the other half exactly enables
the system to be self replicating in a way that is
essential m a hereditary transmitter and fits m
well with what is known of chromosome behaviour
during cell division.
Transmission ol Genetic Information
Accepting that DNA is the material of the gene
it remains now to examine the nature of the in
formation which it passes from cell to cell and
organism to organism Long before the structure
and significance of the DNA molecule was known
geneticists were finding that alterations m a gene
known as a mutation usually affected a particular
chemical reaction and this m turn caused the
changes seen in the organism as a whole. The
 effect was clue to the failure to synthesise a
necessary enzyme and so the hypothec one
feene = one enzyme gathered currency Tin
•view has now been extended to include proteins
other than enzymes and it is now certain that
pecific genes control the synthesis of specific
proteins The DI^A of the genes transmits the
instructions about protein synthesis to the
nbosomes via messenger PNA. In the nucleus
messenger 13SA is made with specific ba e
sequences in its molecule by using DNA ~s the
template thus a group of three adjacent -idemne
bases in DNA would produce t, group of three
adjacent urocil bases in the synthesiser! H^A aucl
this would lead to the specification of phenyliJa
nine at the ribosome as \ve have seen Only one
ot the two strands in the DNA double lielix
participates in the production of FlsA
\\ ithrn the nucleus the nucleolus is believed to
play an important part in the synthe is of Pis A
since its turnover of this matem.1 is very rapid
It has been suggested that the nuclcoius supple
inents the PNA produced by chromosomes ind
lets as the channel through which this material is
released to the cjtoplasm Theie is now some
eood eviderce which points to the nucltolus is the
source of ribo«omal PNA since cells ^hich lose
the nucleolus have no nbosomes
Ihe processes involved in nuclear control and
the transmission of information from cUl to cell
ib siunmansed in the tphonsm DNA m^ics
PNA and I KA makes protein The system ol
carrying that information in the base sequences of
DN4. molecules has become known as the cpuctu
code A remarkable landmark in the stu<ls o
DNA occurred when towards the end of 1967
ELornberg and his colleagues managed to synthesise
a virus DNA m a test tube Ihe ajnthesisel
molecules proved to be capable of infecting bac
tena m the same waj that the naturally occurring
virus would The DNA was synthesized using an
exti acted virus DIM A molecule as template and
attaching nucleotides by means of appropriate
enzymes The new Is made molecules were then
separated from the template It can hardly be
cl timed that this is the creation of life m a te>4
tube since the template was extracted from a
living virus The experiment suggest^ m-ny
po&sib hties in experimental modification of the
genetic constitution of an organism with all the
tar reaching ethical consequences
MULHCELLTTLAR ORGANISATION
It is axiomatic if evolutionary theory is
accepted that m the course of very long periods of
tune there has been a general change in multi
cellular oigam°ation from the simple aggregation
of cells with little individual differentiation to the
highly specialised and differentiated cells and
tisbues seen in complex animals and plants It is
fascinating to speculate on the environmental
variations and internal mechanisms which to
gether produced, this result Ihe problem is so
vast however that a complete analysis is impos
Bible and even a statement of the sequence of
changes is m many cases highly controversial
Another aspect of becoming multicellular
where the problems offer more hope of analysis is
that the complex organisation must be built up in
the lif etune of each animal or plant from the single
celled stage of the fertilised egg We have alread y
seen how cells can divide repeatedly handing on
self replicating chromosomes so tnat each cell is
apparently identical If this were really so then
division of the fertilised egg would result in an
unorganised mass of cells showing no different
lation The essential pioblems in development
are (1) how is the smooth succession of shape
changes produced during cell division so that an
appropriate and recognisable end product i&
reached? (2) how do the cells differentiate during
this temporal sequence so that those which form
part of the ej e say are different from those of
liver and blood"
Method ol Development
There are some important differences in the
method of development; mammals and plantsi In
animals there tends to be a relatively short p«nod

